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Anne Acker

Using Resin with Metal Clay

Learn the 2 main types of resin for jewelry, the pros and cons of each and how to add color

Patrice Baker

Successful Riveting

Learn how to make foolproof rivets every time!

Ed & Martha Biggar

Stone Setting

How to confidently set stones, with how-to’s and tips

Robert Dancik

So You Want to Be in the
Show?

How-to’s on entering and winning challenges

Pam East

Enameling on Metal Clay

The ins-and-outs of enameling on metal clay with practical tips and tricks

Pam Feindel

Hadar’s Powdered Clay

Learn how to work with and fire Hadar’s powdered clays, with tips and tricks for success

Corina Gheorghe

Tension Stone Setting Ring

How to tension-set stones without bezels or prongs so they appear magically suspended

Sian Hamilton

Video for Social Media

How to easily create short videos for social media platforms, using a free phone app

Terri Hickey

Champleve Finish with
JoolTool and a Flexshaft

Learn to achieve a beautiful finish on your metal clay and enamel pieces with a JoolTool and a
flex shaft, with simple accesories

Annemarie Klappe

How Is It Hanging?

Tips and tricks for creating a perfect bail which adds artistic interest to your creation

Clement Marquaire

Drawing Mandalas

Learn how to draw mandalas, with tips for adding interest to your designs

Anna Mazon

Soldering on Metal Clay

Soldering on metal clay isn’t scary; learn when it’s preferable, with demos of when it’s a plus

Paula McDowell

Torch Fired Enamel

Introduce color into your base metal with enamel! Learn how, with firing schedules and more

Amy Newell

Start With Why

Your brand is your most important asset; learn how to build it and apply it to your business

Donna Penoyer

Fast, Fun Texture Tricks

Create one-of-a-kind surface designs, plus Donna’s Single Roll, Multi-Layering technique

Cindy Pope

Refining Hand Drawn Images

How to convert photos, patterns or hand-drawn images into usable images for metal clay

Julia Rai

Humankind’s Downfall

Learn how to construct and fire a large chalice as Julia reveals how she constructed hers

Jayne Roth

Picture It…

Learn how to get professional-looking images of your work, with tips and tricks for editing

Kim Rumberger

Thinking Outside the Bezel

Learn how to capture stones, glass, and other inclusions in unique, non-traditional ways

Liz Sabol

Color on Metal Clay

Explore different ways to add color to metal clay, with tips and troubleshooting techniques

Barbara Simon

Anatomy of a Hollow Form

Hollow forms: making and using molds, joint connections, and successful construction tips

JJ Singh

“CAT Scan” & Nesting
Construction Techniques

Learn 2 different approaches to jewelry construction using the Silhouette Curio: create catscan “slices” to stack on one another, and a nesting technique of slab construction.

Tracey Spurgin

Teaching Techniques

How to plan and prepare classes, develop your teaching style, and deal with issues

Karen Trexler

Spray Clay

Did you know metal clay can be sprayed? Learn how here!

